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A. Fill in the blanks with the correct verb forms. 

SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT 

SUBJECT 
 

VERB 

I watch 

You laugh 

We play 

They jump 

He jokes 

She smiles 

It eats 

The postmen (plural - men) deliver 

The children (plural) run 

Adam (singular) waves 

My friends (plural) talk 

His father (singular) pays 

 

Create eight sentences using the correct Subject-Verb Agreement. Use a minimum of seven words in 

one sentence. 

EX:    My brothers yawn loudly at the start of every morning. (10 words) 

EX: I watch my brothers play badminton every evening. (8 words) 

Suggested answers: (Other answers can be accepted) 

1) “You laugh loudly, don’t you?” she asked. 

 

2) We play PS4 with our parents during the weekends.  

 

3) They jump out of the box to surprise their friends. 

 

4) She smiles sweetly at her mother when she saw the new bicycle. 

 

5) The postmen deliver the letters quickly and efficiently. 

 

6) The children run excitedly to hug their parents. 

 

7) Adam sadly waves goodbye to his best friend. 

 

8) His father pays for their dinner using a credit card. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example: 

Plural (no -s) 

Singular (with -s) 

Plural / Singular? 
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B. Write down three suitable adjectives for the nouns given. 

 

No. Nouns Adjectives 

Example: Boy handsome / short / funny 

1 Tree  Tall / small / huge 

2 Friend Best / nice / rich 

3 House Big / beautiful / white 

4 Nurse Kind / hard-working / caring 

5 Noise Loud / small / scary 

6 Towel Soft / grey / wet 

7 Girl Cute / petite / tough 

8 Flower Red / fragrant / colourful 

9 School New / Old / Prestigious 

10 Student Smart / diligent / polite 

11 Teacher Good-hearted / creative / unique 

12 Cat Fluffy / orange / loveable 

13 Car Expensive / sports / vintage 

14 Bag Wool / pink / leather 

15 Mother Understanding / loving / gorgeous 

 

C. Create sentences using the words from Exercise B. 

Choose eight words from Exercise B to create your sentences. Your sentences must have 

adjectives. Two examples are as follows: 

EX :   The   short   boy  kicked the ball. 

 

EX : The   boy   in my class is   funny. 

 

 

1. My best friend is coming over today. 

2. The big, white house belongs to a rich lady. 

3. The kind, hard-working nurse looks quite tired today. 

4. Mary’s towel is now wet because of the rain. 

5. The petite girl was trying to save a small kitten. 

6. My old school is prestigious because of the students’ and teachers’ achievements. 

7. I have a fluffy, orange cat. 

8. He likes expensive cars because they are usually very fast. 

adjective noun 


